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Abstract.  Let G be an infinite group.  In this note we prove the following:  For all 
22 )()(,, baabGba =∈  if and only if every two infinite subsets X and Y of G contain elements x 

and y, respectively such that .)()( 22 yxxy =   Also if }2{}6,3{ N∈∈ kn kU  then for all  

nn babaGba =∈ ,,   if and only if every two infinite  subsets X and Y  of G contain elements x  

and  y, respectively such that .nn yxyx =  

 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Let w be a word in the free group of rank .0>n   Let )(wVV =  be the variety of groups 
defined by the law .1),,( 1 =nxxw L   Define )( ∗∗ = wVV  to be the class of all groups  
G in which for any infinite subsets nXX ,,1 L  there exist ,1, niXx ii ≤≤∈ such that 

.1),,( 1 =nxxw L   In [11], P. Longobardi et al. posed the question of when the equality 
)()( ∗=∪ wVwVF  holds, where F is the class of finite groups. 

 There is no example, so far, of an infinite group in  ).(\)( wVwV ∗   In considering 
this question, many authors have obtained the equality for certain words (see [2], [4], [8], 
[11], [17], [18]) and for certain classes of groups (see [4]).  The origin of these results is a 
question of P. Erdös, which was answered by B.H. Neumann [12].  Since this first paper, 
problems of similar nature have been the object of several articles, (for example [1], [3], 
[6], [7], [8], [10], [14], [15]).  Let n be a positive integer and  nA  and nB  be the 
varieties of groups generated by the laws 1)()( =−nn yxxy  and ,1)( 1 =−nn yxyx  
respectively.  It is easy to see that nn BA =  for all .Nn ∈    Our main results are 
 
Theorem 1. Every infinite group-∗2A  is an group-2A . 
 
Theorem 2. Let n be an integer in the set }2{}6,3{ N∈∪ kk .  Then every infinite 

group-n
∗B  is a group-nB . 
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2. Proofs 
 
Let G be a group.  We denote by )(GZ the centre of G and by nG the subgroup of G 
generated by n-th power elements of G.  If X is a non-empty set, we denote by )(mX the 
set of all m element subsets of X. 
 However we do not need the following lemma as it states, but we have found it to be 
useful for other investigations on the problems of the similar nature. 
 We note that, by Lemma 3 in [4], every infinite group-∗nA  or group-∗nB  with 
infinite centre is an .n group-A   
 
Lemma 1. Let G be an infinite groupwV -)( ∗ , where w is a word in the free group of 
rank 2.  Let A be an infinite abelian subgroup of G and .,,1 Gyy n ∈L  Then there exists 
an infinite subset T of the set { }niaywyawAaB ii ,,1,1),(),( L=∀==∈=  such 

that Btt ∈−1
21  for all distinct elements  21, tt  in T.  Also, BA \  is finite. 

 
Proof. Let us firstly prove, by induction on n, that BA \   is finite.  Let 1=n  and set 

.1 yy =   Consider the set  { }AayY a ∈= .  If Y  is finite, then the index |)(:| yCA A  

is finite too, hence )( yC A  is infinite and contained in the centre of yAH ,= .  This 
means that )(HZ  is infinite and so by Lemma 3 of [4], H is a group,-)(wV thus BA = .  
So we may assume, without loss of generality, that Y is infinite.  Suppose now that the set 

1\ BA  is infinite where { }.1),(1 =∈= yawAaB  Consider the two infinite sets Y  
and .\ 1BA   By the hypothesis there are elements 1\ BAa ∈  and Ab ∈   such that 

1),( =byaw   and so ,1),( =yaw  a contradiction.  Thus 1\ BA  is finite.  Similarly 

2\ BA   is finite where { }.1),(2 =∈= aywAaB   Therefore BA \   is finite since 
.21 BBB =∩   Now suppose, inductively, that 1>n   and CA \    is finite where 

{ }1,,1,1),(),( −===∈= niaywyawAaC ii L  is finite.  As in the case, 

,1=n we have DA \  is finite where { }.1),(),( ==∈= aywyawAaD nn   Thus 
DA \   is finite since .BCD =∩   Thus the induction is complete.  Now we prove the 

first part of the Lemma.  Suppose that A has a torsion-free element a and 
,)\( BAaS ∩=  then S is finite.  Since a   is residually finite, there is a subgroup T 

of  a  of finite index such that .}1{\ φ=∩ ST   Thus BT ⊆}1{\  and the proof is 
complete in this case.  Thus,  we assume that A is a torsion group.  In this case, the 
subgroup H generated by BA \  is finite, and HA \  is infinite.  Choose a transversal T 
for H in  A.  This is an infinite subset of A contained in B, and for each pair 21, tt  of 
distinct elements of T, we have Htt ∉−1

21  and so  ,1
21 Btt ∈−   since ,\ HBA ⊆ and the 

proof is complete. 
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Lemma 2. Let G be an infinite groupn -*A .  If A is an infinite abelian subgroup of G 
then ).(GZAn ≤  
 
Proof. Let Ay ∈  and .Gx ∈   We prove that .xyxy nn =   Define the sets 
 

{ } 1
)2(

21 \,)()(},{ XXX AxCabAba G
n =∈⊂= . 

 
By Ramsey’s Theorem [13], there exists an infinite subset X of A such that 1

)2( X⊆X  
or 2

)2( X⊆X .  If ,2
)2( X⊆X  partition the set X into two disjoint  infinite subsets 

1X and .2X   Considering infinite subsets 1
1 Xx −   and xX 2 , the property ∗

nA , yields 

1Xa ∈  and 2Xb ∈  such that  nn abxxabxx )()( 11 −− =  and so  ,)()( xCab G
n ∈ thus 

,},{ 2X∈ba a contradiction.  Therefore .1
)2( X⊆X   Now, fix an element 0a of  X, then 

)(0 xCba G
nn ∈  for all }.{\ 0aXb ∈   Let { }}{\ 00 aXbbaM nn ∈= .  If  M  is 

infinite, then the centre of xA,  is infinite and so xA,  is an ,group-nA thus 

.xyxy nn =  Now assume that M is finite.  Therefore there exist infinite subset T of  
}{\ 0aX  and Tb ∈0   such that  nnnn baba 000 =   for all .Tb ∈   Thus 1)( 1

0 =− nbb  for 

all .Tb ∈   Hence { }1=∈= nxAxD   is an infinite abelian subgroup of A.  Now let 

{ }nn xaaxDaB )()( =∈= , then by Lemma 1, B is a cofinite set in A.  Consider 

infinite subsets yDx 1−  and .Dx   By the property ∗
nA , there exist Ddd ∈21,  such that 

,)()( 1
1

221
1 nn ydxxdxdydx −− =  therefore ,xyxy nn =  since Addy ∈21,,   and 

.121 == nn dd  
 
Lemma 3. Let G be an infinite group-∗2A .  Then )( 2xCG  is infinite for all .Gx ∈  
 
Proof. Let g be an element of G.   If  )(gCG is infinite then )( 2gCG is also infinite.  
Now we may assume that )(gCG  is finite so that the set { }GxgT x ∈=  is infinite.  

Put { }{ }22 )()(, yxxyTyxU =⊂=  and .\)2( UTV =   Then by Ramsey’s Theorem 

there exists an infinite subset  0T of  T  such that UT ⊆)2(
0   or  .)2(

0 VT ⊆   By the         

property ∗
2A , one can see that UT ⊆)2(

0  and 22 )()( yxxy =  for all ., 0Tyx ∈                                    

Now, put { }{ }2121
01 )()(, yxxyTyxW −− =⊂=  and .\ 1

)2(
02 WTW =   Since 

,)()()()( 21212121 −−−− =⇔= yxyxxyxy  )2(
0T  is partitioned into the sets 1W  and 

2W .  By Ramsey’s Theorem, there exists an infinite subset 1T  of 0T  such that 
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1
)2(

1 WT ⊆  or .2
)2(

1 WT ⊆   Suppose, if possible, that 2
)2(

1 WT ⊆ .  Partition 1T  into two 

infinite subsets . and YX  Consider infinite subsets { }YyyZX ∈= −1 and , by the 

property  ∗
2A , there exist Xx ∈ and Yy ∈  such that .)()( 2121 xyxy −− =   Thus },{ yx  

lies in 1W , a contradiction.  Therefore 1
)2(

1 WT ⊆  and we have 22 )()( yxxy =  and 
2121 )()( xyxy −− =  for all ., 1Tyx ∈   Now fix ,10 Tx ∈ then )( 00 xCyyx G∈  and 

)( 0
1

0
1 xCyxy G∈−−  for all .1Ty ∈   Therefore )( 0

2
0

1 xCyxy G∈− for all .1Ty ∈   
Since )( 0xCG  is finite, there exist infinite subset  W of  1T  and Wy ∈0  such that 

yy xx )()( 2
0

2
0 0 = for all .Wy ∈   Hence )( 2

0
1

0 xCyy G∈− for all ,Wy ∈ so )( 2
0xCG is 

infinite, but 2
0x  and 2g  are conjugate and so )( 2gCG is also infinite. 

 
Corollary 4. Let G be an infinite .2 group-∗A   Then G has an infinite abelian 
subgroup. 
 
Proof. We show that in any infinite group ∗∈ 2AG  there exists an element x with 

)(xCG  infinite.  Then the result will follow, arguing as in Corollary 2.5 of [5].  If there 
exists an element Gg ∈  such that ,12 ≠g then by Lemma 3, 2g  has the required 
property.  If 12 =x  for all ,Gx ∈ then G  is abelian and any non-trivial element of G 
has the required property. 

 
Lemma 5. Let G be an infinite group-∗2A .  Then )(xCG is infinite for all .Gx ∈  
 
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary element in G.  By Corollary 4, there exists an infinite 
abelian subgroup A, and by Lemma 2, ).(2 GZA ≤  If 2A  is infinite, then )(xCG is also 

infinite.  Now we may assume that 2A  is finite  and so { }12 =∈= aAaD  is an 

infinite elementary abelian 2-group.  Let  { }22 )()( xaaxDaB =∈= , then by Lemma 

1, B is infinite.  Therefore )(xCx G
a ∈ for all ,Ba ∈  since .12 =a   Now suppose, for a 

contradiction, that )(xCG  is finite, then there exist infinite subset 0B  of B and element 

00 Ba ∈  such that 0aa xx =  for all ,0Ba ∈ therefore )(1
0 xCaa G∈−  for all .0Ba ∈   

This is a contradiction. 
 
 Since by Lemma 5, for any infinite subgroup H of an infinite group-2

∗A  and  any h 
in H, )(hCH  is infinite, we have 
 
Corollary 6. Let G be an infinite group-∗2A .  Then for every element x of G there 
exists an infinite abelian subgroup containing x. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be an infinite group-2
∗A  and  ., Gyx ∈   It suffices to 

prove that .22 yxyx =   By Corollary 6, there exists an infinite abelian subgroup A 
containing x.  By Lemma 2, )(2 GZA ≤  and so, ,22 yxyx =  which completes the proof. 
 
Lemma 7. Let G be an infinite group-n

∗B .  Then )( n
G aC is infinite for all .Ga ∈  

 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that )( n

G aC  is finite for some .Ga ∈   Thus 
the set }{ GgaX g ∈=  is infinite.  List the elements of X as L,, 21 xx  under some 

well order ≤ so that ji xx <   if .ji <   For each )2(Xs ∈  list the elements 
21

, ii xx  of s 
in ascending order given by ≤  and write ).,(~

21 ii xxs =   Create three sets, one σU  for 

each 2S∈σ  and V.  For each )2(Xs ∈ , ),(~
21 ii xxs = , put σUs ∈  if 

.
)1()2()2()1(

n
iii

n
i xxxx

σσσσ
=   Put Vs ∈  if σUs ∉  for any σ.  By Ramsey’s Theorem, there 

exists an infinite subset 0X  of X such that σUX ⊆)2(
0 for some σ or .)2(

0 VX ⊆   

Suppose, if possible, that .)2(
0 VX ⊆   Partition 0X  into the infinite subsets Y and Z.  

Thus by the property ∗
nB , there exist Yy ∈ and Zz ∈  such that  nn zyzy =  and so 

σUzy ∈},{  for some σ , a contradiction.  Therefore, σUX ⊆)2(
0  for some σ.   By 

restricting the order ≤ to 0X , we may assume that },,{ 210 LxxX =  and  ji xx <  if 

ji < .  Therefore for any n
iii

n
i xxxxii

)1()2()2()1(
,21 σσσσ

=< .  If 1=σ  then for any  
n
iii

n
i xxxxii

1221
,21 =< .  Now fix 1i  and allow 2i  to vary over all indices 2i  greater than  

1i .  So ,)(}{
12 12
n
iGi xCiix ⊆>  a contradiction.  If  1≠σ  then for any 

.,
211221
n
iii

n
i xxxxii =<   Thus )(

21
n
iGi xCx ∈ .  Now since 0X  is infinite, there exists a 

sequence with t elements as 11 iii tt >>> − L  where t is an integer greater than 

,)( n
G aC  thus .)( txC n

iG t
<   Since na  and n

it
x  are conjugate, ,)( txC n

iG t
>  a 

contradiction. 
 
Lemma 8. Let G be an infinite group-n

∗B .  If  A  is an infinite abelian subgroup of 
G, then )(GZAn ≤  and ).(ACG G

n ≤  
 
Proof. Let x be any element of G.  We must prove that xyxy nn =  and nn yxyx =  

for all .Ay ∈   By Lemma 1, },{ nnnn axaxxaxaAaB ==∈= is an infinite subset 

of A.  Set }{ BaaM n ∈= and  }.{ AaxF a ∈=   If  M is infinite or F is finite then 

the centre of xAH ,:=  is infinite and so H is a group-nB , thus xyxy nn =  and 
nn yxyx =  for all .Ay ∈   Now, we may assume that  F is infinite and M is finite, 
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therefore }1{ =∈= naAaD  is an infinite group.  Let y be an arbitrary element of A.  

Consider infinite subsets, yD  and F, by the property ∗
nB , there exist Dd ∈  and Aa ∈  

such that naan ydxxyd )()( =  then nn xyxy =  since Ayda ∈,,  and  .1=nd   Now 
consider infinite subsets F and yB   then there exist Aa ∈  and Bb ∈  such that 

nana xybybx )()( =  then .nn ybxybx =  Now, since ,Bb ∈  nn bxbx =  and so 
nn yxyx = . 

 
Lemma 9. Let n be a positive integer such that every infinite group-n

∗B has an 

infinite abelian subgroup.  Then every infinite group-n
∗B is a group-nB . 

 
Proof. Let x and y be arbitrary elements of G, we prove that .nn yxyx =   By 
Lemma 7, )( n

G xC  is infinite and by the hypothesis, )( n
G xC  has an infinite abelian 

subgroup, A say.  If nA  is infinite then )(GZ  is infinite by Lemma 8.  Now consider the 
infinite sets )(GxZ  and )(GyZ  then property ∗

nB , yields .nn yxyx =   Thus we may 

assume that nA  is finite and so }1{ =∈= naAaD  is an infinite subgroup of A.  If 

}{ DaxX a ∈=  is finite, then )(xCB D=  is infinite.  Consider the infinite sets xB  

and yB , by the property ∗
nB , there exist Bbb ∈21,   such that ,)()( 2111

nn xbybybxb =  
then ,nn yxyx =  since 121 == nn bb  and .11 xbxb =   If X is infinite then consider Dy  
and X.  By the property ∗

nB , there exist Ddd ∈21,  such that ydxxyd ndnd
11 )()( 22 =  

and so .nn yxyx =  Therefore, in any case, we have nn yxyx =  and the proof is 
complete. 
 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let }.2{}6,3{ N∈∪∈ kn k   We show that every infinite 

∗
nB -group G, has an infinite abelian subgroup, then Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 9.  

It suffices to prove that G has a non-trivial element with infinite centralizer.  If there is an 
element x of  G such that ,1≠nx then nx  has the required property by Lemma 7.  If G 
has exponent dividing  }6,3{∈n  then G  is locally finite (see page 425 of [16]).  Now if 

}2{}6,3{ N∈∪∈ kn k  then G is an infinite locally finite or an infinite 2-group.  
Thus by Corollary 2.5 of [5], G has an infinite abelian subgroup A, therefore, in this case, 
every non-trivial element of A has the required property. 
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